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STATEMENT OF LYNDAL CATHERINE ABLETT 

I, Lyndal Catherine Ablett, Industrial Officer at the United Workers’ Union, Level 2, 117-131 

Capel Street, North Melbourne in the State of Victoria, state: 

1. I am an industrial officer employed by the United Workers’ Union (UWU) and I have 

primary carriage of the day to day conduct of this proceeding on behalf of the UWU. 

The UWU is an interested party in these proceedings and I am authorised to make this 

statement of behalf of the UWU.  

2. I refer to the redacted Statement of Ms Elizabeth Sarah Tan (Tan Statement) tendered 

by Seyfarth Shaw on behalf of the Australian Fresh Produce Alliance on 21 July 2021 and 

marked as exhibit AFPA5.  

3. That statement was tendered subject to the grant of leave to the UWU to file any further 

public announcements that bear on the issues that are the subject of the Tan Statement 

(transcript, 20 July 2021, PN 3676). 

4. I make this statement pursuant to that grant of leave. 

mailto:lyndal.ablett@unitedworkers.org.au


Additional Materials  

5. On 21 July 2021 and 22 July 2021, I conducted online searches for any relevant media 

releases, media articles or media interviews regarding the issue of the agriculture visa 

and the UK free trade agreement that were not included in the Tan Statement. 

6. As a result of my online searches I identified the following documents that were not 

included in the Tan Statement: 

a. Transcript of media interview with Mr David Littleproud MP and Tom Connell, 

Sky News dated 16 June 2021. Annexed and marked LCA-1 is a copy of the Sky 

News media interview; and 

b. ABC News article dated 16 June 2021 and updated 1 July 2021 by Kath Sullivan, 

titled, “New agricultural visa to include South-East Asian workers but farmers 

remain unconvinced”. Annexed and marked LCA-2 is a copy of the ABC News 

media article.  

 

Lyndal Catherine Ablett 

22 July 2021 
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Interview with Tom Connell, Sky News
16 June 2021

TOM CONNELL: Well, the Prime Minister Scott Morrison's announced a landmark free
trade deal with the UK. It's being touted as the most significant British deal of the post-
Brexit era. It focuses on not just the normal agricultural products but also workers. Earlier,
I spoke to Minister for Agriculture David Littleproud. Started by asking why this free trade
deal is supposedly so good for Australia.

[Excerpt] 
DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, it builds on the 14 other free trade agreements that we have
in place, and today ABARES has just finalised that there's been $47 billion worth of
agricultural exports. That's a world record for Australia. But this will add to that. We only
export around $730 million to the UK at the moment, so increasing those beef quotas in
particular from around 4600 tons to 35,000 tons is enormous. Sheep increase straight
away, also for rice and wine, dairy. These are big numbers, and they'll continue to ramp

The Hon David Littleproud MP
Minister for Agriculture and Northern Australia
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up. And you've got to understand, while everyone's saying it's over a 10-15 year period,
most trade agreements actually work along those timelines.

TOM CONNELL: Right. So when I think dairy, sheep, beef, these are things the UK do
pretty well. And it's a long way. You add cost. Are we going to even hit these maximums? I
mean, is reality going to match the potential?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: It will, and obviously when…

TOM CONNELL: Why such confidence?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, when the UK left us obviously in the 70s, we found this thing
called Asia, and they've been very good to us. And that continues to be the primary focus
as well as the Middle East for a lot of our product, and that'll continue to be that way. What
the opportunity has been in the UK has been that high-end beef and sheep. We were
actually frozen out, for want of a better term, about 18 months ago, where they gave most
of the quota they had previously to the United States, and we were competing in that
market. And so there are producers that are producing specifically for the EU and UK
market. They are a different specifications. So this allows them- and in fact, to give you a
perfect example, there are people up in Central Queensland that are building their own
abattoir on their own property that will now have even greater confidence because the
quota's gone from 4600 ton to 35,000 ton. That makes their business case, their business
model even stronger.

TOM CONNELL: And it's a Chinese hedge. Is that- you pretty upfront about that? You
know, the market, we're going to struggle to sell into China now. We need to look at other
ones, and this is the other one? One of the other ones?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, we've always said diversification is important, but let me just
put it into context. China still continues to be a very strong customer, our biggest customer
for beef. In fact, last year we did our quota under the Chinese-Australia Free Trade
Agreement in June, when we normally do it in October/November every year. So the
demand from China still is there, and a business-to business-level, we're continuing to
send lots of beef into China. We'll continue to do that. But as we've said, there are risks,
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and even Year 10 business economics will tell you that you shouldn't have market
concentration; you should have diversification. And so free trade agreement number 15
gives our exporters the opportunity to send boats lefts and right if they've got trouble up
the middle.

TOM CONNELL: Backpackers won't have to work on Australian farms anymore to sort of
lengthen their stays. Is that conceding they didn't really want to?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: No, the UK, this is trying to get consistency with New Zealand
because of our historical ties. And New Zealand, we don't ask them if they're here on a
working holiday maker to do the 80 days in the bush. They come here and work…

TOM CONNELL: And again, that's because they're close friends and they don't like the
work much. I mean, that's the reality, isn't it?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, put it any way you like, that's probably- and nor do
Australians. We've incentivised as many Australians to have a crack at this, and in fact all
the incentives we put in place, there's only been 1450 of them, Australians who had
taken…

TOM CONNELL: Including relocation? So that's failed, that measure?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, it just hasn't incentivised- Australians don't want to do this
work. Our society's evolved. Young people now want to be a bar- work in a pub or be a
barista in their school holidays. When I was a kid, mum wouldn't let me stay inside. I was
out having to pick potatoes or rock melons and graduated being a cotton shipper. That's
changed. Society's changed. But we have to change with it, because farmers don't have
the luxury to sit around and wait for someone to turn up. When it's ripe, it has to get from
the paddock to your plate.

TOM CONNELL: So this- and this comes into play with the other visa announced for
workers from- I think it's 10 developing countries: the agriculture visa. This is basically you
saying we'll never get enough local workers. We need to just contract this work out
basically.
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DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, actually, this- our new agricultural visa will come in before
the phasing out of that requirement for UK backpackers. That'll be phased out over five
years. What we've said as a government and what the National Party said to our Coalition
partners, we have a real problem now. We have to lay the foundation stones that when
COVID- travel is safe that we can get workers in. And so this new ag visa will go to the 10
ASEAN countries to give them the opportunity to complement and supplement our Pacific
working programs, where there's 25,000 men and women sitting there. And that's our gold
standard, and we're trying to bring more of those in. But this will complement and
supplement that through the specific agricultural seasonal work visas for those in the
ASEAN countries.

TOM CONNELL: Is there an issue with being so reliant? We saw with COVID suddenly it
was very hard to get these workers in. There could be another pandemic. We're really
reliant to get crops out of the ground on people coming to our country. Do you see an
issue there potentially?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: There is, and that's what we're trying to address. We can't get
Australians incentivised to do this work, and you've got to understand, we're nearly back
to full employment - let's be candid - and particularly in regional areas. I've got shires in
my electorate with an unemployment rate with a two and three in front of them. And so
most of the unemployed are also, in their defence, are thousands of kilometres away from
where these jobs are. So it's very transient work. So we've got to be honest. The world's
changed, and so has our society. And that doesn't mean you throw your hands up and
give up. You say, well, what's the next source? How do we actually make sure we give that
continuity? Because if we don't, our farmers are making decisions now, commercial
decisions about- to replant new crops for next year. And so what we're saying to them is
we're going to put the environment. Now what we need is the states to have the courage
and conviction to come with us and to give the health tick so that we can stamp the visas.
Because that is the biggest constraint in getting foreign workers in at the moment from
Pacific nations in particular, where we find that they are COVID safe. In fact, we're even
allowing in-country quarantining in Vanuatu and Fiji, but the only state that'll sign up to that
is South Australia. So the states have been a handbrake on bringing in those Pacific
workers.
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TOM CONNELL: Want to ask you finally about another case that's troubling a few people.
Queensland man Franz, 80-year-old who's dying. His body quick quickly shutting down,
sadly, from pancreatic cancer. His son and the son's wife arrived on Tuesday in Sydney
from LA, fully vaccinated. They get the negative test as well for COVID. A private charter
plane was waiting to take them to Coolangatta Airport. The last minute Queensland Health
rejected travel exemption request. What do you make of that?

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Well, it's heartbreaking and disgraceful. I mean, let's be candid.
Queensland went through this about 12 months ago. We had all these cases of people
locked out [indistinct] wanting to see dying relatives, and Queensland rejected their
applications. I mean, we've come that far since then that surely Jeanette Young and the
Premier could put in place a protocol for someone to come into this state in a COVID safe
way, put them in a hazmat suit and put them in front of them and just give them that
opportunity. For God's sake, the world's got to evolve with this. And the Premier's all talk
about keeping Queenslanders safe. Well, I get the platitude. It's won her election. But
sometimes you've got to be a human being and you've actually got to understand what
this family is going through. There is an opportunity for her to lead, and if she doesn't then
it demonstrates more about Annastacia Palaszczuk as a leader than anything else.

TOM CONNELL: Minister, thanks for your time.

DAVID LITTLEPROUD: Thanks, mate. 
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New agricultural visa to include South-East Asian workers but
farmers remain unconvinced

By national rural reporter Kath Sullivan

Posted Wed 16 Jun 2021 at 9:54am, updated Thu 1 Jul 2021 at 9:12am

National Farmers Federation president Fiona Simson said the trade deal was a win.

A new farm work visa will be offered to residents from 10 South-East Asian countries to help Australian

farmers harvest their crops, but the nation's peak farm lobby insists it will only believe it when it sees it.

The deal has been brokered alongside the UK free

trade agreement (FTA), which will end a requirement

for British backpackers to work on Australian farms

for 88 days.

As part of the FTA announcement, prime ministers

Scott Morrison and Boris Johnson said a new two-way

visa would be established between the UK and

Australia for farm workers.

The ABC on Monday revealed the new visa was the

result of negotiations between the Nationals and

Key points:

Australia will establish a new visa to
bring in farm workers from 10 ASEAN
countries

Nationals say support for the UK free
trade agreement was conditional on
this new visa

Farmers are desperate for overseas
workers to work on harvest

https://www.abc.net.au/news/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/kath-sullivan/4929078
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-06-15/australia-united-kingdom-trade-deal-morrison-johnson/100215368
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-06-15/nationals-deal-allow-foreign-workers-australian-farms/100216298
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Prime Minister, which was conditional on the junior Coalition partner agreeing to the FTA.

Nationals deputy leader David Littleproud confirmed the visa would be available to Association of South-

East Asian Nations (ASEAN), which includes Indonesia, Myanmar, Vietnam, Singapore, the Philippines,

Malaysia, Thailand, Laos, Brunei and Cambodia.

"I have an undertaking from the Prime Minister as a condition of my support, and the National Party's

support for this [free trade] agreement, to have it up and going before the end of the year," Mr Littleproud

said.

"We have a strong commitment from the Prime Minister, we made it clear when I negotiated this … this is

a line we couldn't cross if we were to try and trade away seasonal workers at a time of shortage, it just

didn't make sense.

"The Prime Minister himself has made a promise to the [National Farmers Federation] in 2019, that said we

would work to an ag visa, so we are living up to our commitment."

National Farmers Federation president Fiona Simson said the government had long promised an ag visa

but was yet to deliver it.

"We've had these promises for years now. It's time to deliver," she told the ABC.

Mr Littleproud said once his Coalition partners "saw … the National Party's point of view, it was common

sense".

But he said participating nations would need to opt in to the visa program, and it was unclear how many

workers the program could attract.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-06-15/nationals-deal-allow-foreign-workers-australian-farms/100216298
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Agriculture Minister says agriculture visa will build worker capacity

British backpackers make up about a quarter of the backpacker farm workforce, with about 10,000 Brits

working on Australian farms each year.

Mr Littleproud said the new visa must recruit more than 10,000 workers a year.

"It will be for three years, and they will have six to nine months worth of work," he said.

"[They] must go back [to their home country] for three months of the year, each year over the three years.

"This is a great step, it's formalised an ag visa, once we put in a baseline of these 10 ASEAN nations, we

can then look to add other countries into the future."

Mr Littleproud said the visa would have different conditions to the Pacific labour and seasonal worker

schemes.
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The Prime Minister confirmed a new agriculture visa will be established for UK and

Australian workers.

Farmers: We'll believe it when we see it

When asked if she believed the new visa would be delivered, Ms Simson said "not yet".

"The details still have to be worked out, I believe it still has to be finalised in Cabinet and by the

expenditure review committee," she told the ABC.

"We have to do this, this is a critical thing for agriculture."

Ms Simson said plans to bring in workers from ASEAN countries was significant, and any extra workers

for Australian farms would be very welcome.

"Hopefully that will more than make up for the 10,000 British backpackers that we will ultimately lose

with this 88 days [requirement scrapped in the UK FTA]," Ms Simson said.

"We were very surprised to lose the 88 days … This is the time for the government to actually

deliver. We've had these discussions, we've had these promises for many years now; this is the time to

make good on those promises.

"We are yet to see the details but we are pushing the government to finalise this visa."

Mr Littleproud said the new visa would be reviewed after five years.

He said the agreement with the UK to scrap a requirement for working holiday-makers to work on farms

would not be extended to other nations.
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"We decide who comes to this country," Mr Littleproud said.

"The UK and NZ are the only two countries that have that exemption and that's because of our historical

ties."




